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 Fox 24 News 
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 9:00pm

2:25:00 Laine Baker reported on the NW Arkansas Agency on Aging efforts to cut $75,000 from it's budget due to 

sequester.  The report noted that NW Arkansas already ranks 3rd nationally in hunger among elderly.   

The agency serves 24 senior citizens centers with meals on wheels.  Elderly residents depending on the 

service were interviewed and remedies for the budget discussed in the interview was private fund raisers 

along with corprorate donations sought.

2:54
Reporter Cassidy Hodges filed a story on a local clinic helping over weight 

residents with success with hopes for help from the federal government.  66% of 

Arkansans are over weight.  Hodges story included interviews with doctors and 

patients of "Bariatric Surgery".  One patient went from 400 pds to 184.  The 

clinic hopes to get the attention of the federal government to make this 

surgery available to all who cannot afford it to cut the mortality medical 

 

 

Obesity Fox 24 News 

Edge

24-Jun-13 9:00pm

Meals On 

Wheels Budget 

Cuts

Fox 24 News 

Edge

19-Jun-13 9:00pm

6:15
Anchor Brad Reed filed a story of a Van Buren junior high football player 

injured during a game with what was first thought to be a concussion, but 

further testing discovered a bleeding bridgevein.  Parents interviewed said 

that their son was born with two additonal veins and the football injury 

brought it to attention.  The story took viewers through surgical proceedures 

and following therapy with hopes of playing football again.

Missing 

Children
Fox 24 News 

Edge

13-May-13 9:00pm 1:39 Reporter Bobbi Smith interviewed missing childrens advocate Colleen Nick following 3 women rescued 

from an abductor in Cleveland after 11 years.  Nick, president of the Morgan Nick Foundation, had her 

daugther abducted 13 years ago, in the interview she said the discovery of the 3 women in Cleveland 

gave her new hope and a message that missing children should not be given up on, no matter how long   

She said the key was everyone getting involved and keeping your eyes open always.

Sports Injury 

recognition
Fox 24 News 

Edge

9-May-13 9:00pm

1:01:00 Reporter Marissa Stevens interviewed local NRA members regarding on going 

debate on weather college students should be allowed permits to carry conceled 

guns on campus.  The discussion revolved around background checks, which local 

NRA was in favor of expanding if rights were not infringed.  She also reported 

on an upcoming campus debate to discuss conceled carry on campus legislation. 

9:00pm

 9:00pm 2:19:00  April 9, 2013 marked the 50th anniversary for equal pay day recognized nationally, but reporter Tyler 

Thomason filed a story that looked at how the numbers stacked up locally.  The Report showed Arkansas 

women fare better than national numbers, earning 82 cents on the average for every dollar a male earns, 

it is 77 cents nationally.    The story detailed that adds up to a years work of food or 7 months in mortgage 

payments.  He interviewed local members of American University women.

9:00pm 2:46:00

KFTA Issues/2nd quarter 2013

Rural Health 

Care
Fox 24 News 

Edge

3-May-13 9:00pm 2:31:00
Reporter Marissa Stevens covered a story regarding ambulance service to rural 

areas of Benton county.  State law does not require counties to provide 

ambulance service, but realizing the saftey of citizens of the county make it 

necessary to provide.  Rising costs have had the county officials exploring how 

to keep the service continued for rural areas.  The story cited the annual cost 

for providing ambulance service and weather to go to taxpayers to ask for 

 Gun Control Fox 24 News 

Edge

2-Apr-13

Pay Equality

Organ 

donations

April is national donor month, reporter Bobbi Smith interviewed the donor 

family and donor reciepient for a story.  The reciepent receeived a liver and 

kidney from a 24 year old man who died in a swimming pool accident.  The story 

explored the emotions from both sides of organ donation along with the 

importance as the receipient said before the donation came though the only 

resolve waiting him was death, while family members talked about the feeling 

Fox 24 News 

Edge

9-Apr-13

Fox 24 News 

Edge

21-Apr-13


